INTRODUCTION
============

Interactions between proteins and other molecules play an important role in living cells. Many studies have shown that proteins usually undergo conformational transitions upon binding to other molecules ([@gkr940-B1]). Such transitions can be broadly categorized into three types: (i) secondary structure transitions in which residues change their secondary structures, such as from α-helix to β-strand, upon binding; (ii) disorder/order transitions in which disordered regions acquire stable structures upon binding and (iii) other spatial motions in which protein segments move around flexible linkers. These conformational transitions have been identified in various proteins \[such as hormones ([@gkr940-B6]), proteinase inhibitors ([@gkr940-B7]), prion peptides ([@gkr940-B8]) and ribosomal subunits ([@gkr940-B9])\] and are involved in many important biological processes \[such as catalytic processes ([@gkr940-B10]), DNA replication ([@gkr940-B11]), ligand binding ([@gkr940-B5]), protein--protein recognition ([@gkr940-B12]), signal transduction ([@gkr940-B13]) and transcriptional regulation ([@gkr940-B14])\]. The studies of conformational transitions rely greatly on comparing the structure of a protein before binding (apo structure) with that after binding (holo structure). A comprehensive library of apo--holo structure pairs is useful in studying conformational transitions and those biological processes in which they are involved.

Currently available resources of apo--holo structure pairs, despite of their wide usage, are rather short. Most studies describe a preparation procedure but do not provide important intermediate data, such as alignments of paired structures. Hence, subsequent researchers have to compile their own apo--holo structure pairs from scratch and may not be able to reproduce the same collection owing to revisions of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) database ([@gkr940-B15]). Another issue is one of scale. Many studies adopt only tens or hundreds of pairs, which do not suffice for a large-scale analysis. In these small-scale collections, a protein is typically associated with a single apo--holo structure pair, ignoring the fact that the same protein may interact with different molecules via different binding sites ([@gkr940-B16]). A more serious problem in existing apo--holo collections is that preparation procedures vary from study to study owing to various requirements of different analyses, such as those for protein--protein ([@gkr940-B5],[@gkr940-B17]), protein--DNA ([@gkr940-B18]) and protein--peptide interactions ([@gkr940-B19]). Furthermore, the selection of a representative apo--holo structure pair of a protein may involve manual intervention, making the preparation complicated and more difficult to repeat. Therefore, an easy-to-use platform to solve these problems that is applicable to a wide range of large-scale analyses is greatly desirable.

This work presents the Apo--Holo DataBase (AH-DB), which provides sophisticated interfaces for searching apo--holo structure pairs and exploring conformational transitions from apo structures to the corresponding holo structures. AH-DB contains 746 314 apo--holo structure pairs of 3638 proteins from 702 organisms. It categorizes molecules into proteins, nucleic acids, ligands and ions and identifies/maps molecules in different PDB entries to generate pairs of apo and holo structures. Conformational transitions of secondary structure and disorder/order are identified based on a refined alignment scheme to overcome the challenge that many structures in the PDB database are only protein fragments and not complete proteins. The interface of AH-DB provides much flexibility for searching apo--holo structure pairs and a highly interactive means of exploring the paired structures. Users can search AH-DB by proteins, binding partners and miscellaneous constraints, such as formation of homo-dimers upon binding. Additionally, AH-DB is the first platform that allows users to find bindings with molecules of multiple types: for example, users can easily extract apo--holo structure pairs upon binding with both DNAs and ions. AH-DB also provides an exploratory tool using which researchers can quickly see the apo and holo structures superimposed on each other in space. The highly integrated interface enables users to choose conformational transitions of interest and instantly see them in sequence and in structure. All of the identified conformational transitions and important intermediate data, such as sequence/structure alignments, can be downloaded for further analysis.

DATA COLLECTION
===============

The construction of AH-DB comprises two stages: molecular mapping and residue mapping. The molecular mapping refers to procedures for pairing protein structures, called 'chains' in PDB, among different PDB entries; residue mapping refers to the alignment of two paired protein structures and identification of conformational transitions.

Molecular mapping
-----------------

AH-DB first collects protein chains from all PDB entries, each of which represents a complex structure, that are determined by X-ray diffraction and by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). If two protein chains in two complexes are equivalent, they can be selected as 'target protein' and the other molecules of the complex pair can be split as 'core molecules' that in both complexes and 'added molecules' that in only one complex ([Figure 1](#gkr940-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Here two protein chains are equivalent if their sequence alignment by BLAST ([@gkr940-B20]) satisfies that: (i) start and end at sequence ends (full-length alignment), (ii) has no gap and (iii) *e*-value \< 0.001. A candidate of an apo--holo structure pair of the target protein is formed if 'apo complex' has no added molecule and 'holo complex' has at least an added molecule. The added molecules are potential binding partners of the target protein. For accommodating compounds that require assistant molecules to facilitate the structure determination, AH-DB also provides apo--holo structure pairs in which the mapping of ligands and/or ions is ignored. Ligands/ions are extracted from the HETATM records in PDB files of which the equivalence are identified by their identifiers in PDB. Pseudo ligands, such as water molecules and selenomethionines, are excluded. The list of pseudo ligands used in AH-DB can be found in the help page (<http://ahdb.ee.ncku.edu.tw/help.html#pseudo_ligand>). Because nucleic acids lack a unique identifier, any nucleic acid is regarded equivalent in AH-DB. According to the aforementioned definitions, two complexes in a group may produce multiple candidates of apo--holo structure pairs as shown in [Figure 1](#gkr940-F1){ref-type="fig"}. These candidates are further screened in the residue mapping. Figure 1.Schema of molecular elements in AH-DB. This figure shows an apo complex of four apo structures of molecules A, B, C and D; a holo complex of four holo structures of molecules E, F, G, H upon binding with I. Molecules with identical color indicate that they are equivalent. For example, A--E is a candidate apo--holo structure pair. If the molecule A/E is the 'target protein', the remaining molecules in both complexes (B, C, D, F, G and H) are called 'core molecules' and the molecules in only holo complex (I) is called 'added molecules'. If C/D/G/H is the target protein, all of C--G, C--H, D--G and D--H pairs are formed with different core molecules. For example, the corresponding core molecules of C--G pair are A, B, D, E, F and H.

Residue mapping
---------------

This step aims to map residues of paired target protein chains and identify conformational transitions upon binding the corresponding added molecules. The greatest challenge in this step is that the paired structures may contain only fragments---with, for example, fewer than 30 residues---of the target protein, which may comprise hundreds of residues. Directly aligning these two sequence fragments may lead to incorrect local alignments. Thus, the alignment scheme is refined by introducing the complete protein sequence that is obtained from the UniProt database ([@gkr940-B21]) as a bridge between the two sequences that are obtained from PDB entries. The two PDB sequences are aligned with the UniProt sequence using BLAST ([@gkr940-B20]). A candidate of an apo--holo structure pair is removed if: (i) either sequence falls outside the UniProt sequence boundaries or (ii) the mapped regions of the PDB sequences to the UniProt sequence do no overlap. Finally, AH-DB contains 746 314 apo--holo pairs of 3638 proteins from the PDB release of 2 March 2011. [Table 1](#gkr940-T1){ref-type="table"} shows the detailed statistics of AH-DB. Table 1.Number of apo--holo structure pairs in AH-DB\#Pairs[^a^](#gkr940-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}\#Non-redundant pairs[^b^](#gkr940-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}\#Proteins[^c^](#gkr940-TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}Consider ligand and ion mapping[^d^](#gkr940-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}296 20818 3952836Ignore ligand mapping[^e^](#gkr940-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}426 46411 3152528Ignore ion mapping[^f^](#gkr940-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}362 04218 2272987Ignore ligand and ion mapping[^g^](#gkr940-TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}292 34510 9662032Union[^h^](#gkr940-TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}746 31426 5173638[^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8][^9]

Next, the secondary structures and disorder/order states of residues are assigned to identify the conformational transitions that occur upon binding. The definition of transitions between a structure pair is identical to ([@gkr940-B4]). Secondary structures are assigned using the DSSP algorithm ([@gkr940-B22]), according to hydrogen bond patterns that are derived from the atomic coordinates. Each residue is labeled as one of the three types of secondary structure elements (SSEs)---alpha-helix (H), beta-strand (E) and coil (C). A conformational transition of secondary structure is identified if the two residues in the apo and holo structures that are mapped to the same residue in the UniProt sequence have different secondary structures. According to the secondary structure, this transition can be further split into sub-categories, such as helix-to-sheet, sheet-to-coil and others. Another conformational transition is the disorder transition. Residues in the ATOM records (even with zero occupancy) of a PDB entry are regarded as ordered; residues in the SEQRES but not in the ATOM records are regarded as disordered. A disorder-to-order transition is identified if a residue in the apo structure is disordered and the corresponding residue in the holo structure is ordered.

Finally, AH-DB adopts two algorithms to generate the superimposition of the apo and holo structures of a target protein according to the residue mapping obtained in the previous steps. The set of residue pairs in an apo--holo structure pair are regarded as a set of paired vectors in the 3D vector space, where a residue is represented by its alpha carbon. For a NMR structure, the coordinates of the first model is used. The first algorithm ([@gkr940-B23]) is a conventional least-square method that minimizes root-mean-square deviation (RMSD); while the second algorithm, THESEUS ([@gkr940-B24]), is a maximum likelihood method that down-weights variable structural regions for a better superimposition.

DATABASE INTERFACE
==================

The home page provides various search functions for extracting AH-DB data. Users can search for apo--holo structure pairs by the target protein, added molecules and miscellaneous constraints, such as the requirement that the added molecules must contain a protein that is identical to the target protein, namely the target protein and the added protein form a homo-dimer. Multiple keywords and logical operators (AND, OR and NOT) of them are allowed. In AH-DB, users can easily extract apo--holo structure pairs upon binding multiple types of molecules, such as binding with both DNAs and ions, and those undergo conformational transitions upon binding. The apo--holo structure pairs that satisfy the user-specified conditions will be listed on the next page with basic information, including the target protein, composition of the added molecules, conformational transitions and resolution of structure determination. Users can sort by any combination of these fields to select, for example, the pair that undergoes the most conformational transitions or that has the best resolution of structure determination. This page also allows users to download all intermediate data, including sequences in the FASTA format, DSSP results, PDB entries and sequence alignment into an archive for further analysis.

Clicking the 'view' links takes users to the 'pair page' ([Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}), which shows details of an apo--holo structure pair. The pair page consists of six areas. The search information ([Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}a) shows user-specified conditions imposed at the beginning of the search. The pair information ([Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}b) is basic information about the molecular elements (target protein, added molecules, core molecules, apo complex and holo complex) of the selected apo--holo structure pair, including the organism, names, functional annotations and links to other databases. The sequence view ([Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}c) shows the alignment of the primary and secondary structures of the target protein in the apo and holo structures. The structure view ([Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}d) uses a Jmol plug-in (available at <http://www.jmol.org/>) to render the superimposed structure of the apo and holo complexes. The most powerful function of the sequence and structure views is the instantly response to users' input in the 'display' area ([Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}e). The display area provides controls to adjust the presence and absence of each molecular element in the structure view. Moreover, users can highlight residues with a specific secondary structure, disorder/order state, or specific conformational transitions upon binding. The display area provides the quantity of the highlighted residues and their distances, defined by the closest heavy atom pairs, to the added molecules. The highlighted residues are immediately displayed in the sequence and structure views and can be downloaded in the download area ([Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}f). The distances between the added molecules and the highlighted residues are also updated as the added molecules are changed. This sophisticated interface is necessary to allow users more comprehensively to explore the complicated relations among molecules and conformational transitions. The download area provides various data, such as the superimposed structure, to download. Figure 2.Pair page in AH-DB. (**A**) Search information; (**B**) pair information; (**C**) sequence view; (**D**) structure view, in which apo complex is colored blue, holo complex is colored red and added molecules are rendered as spheres; (**E**) display controls; (**F**) download links.

CASE STUDY
==========

The metal-binding loop of copper--zinc superoxide dismutase (SOD1), which destroys free superoxide radicals in the body, has been shown have disorder-to-order transition after binding the ions ([@gkr940-B25]). This section uses superoxide dismutase as an example to demonstrate the usage of AH-DB. In this sample, 'superoxide dismutase' was used as the keyword of target protein and 'copper AND zinc' was used as the keyword of added molecules to ask that the added molecules must contain both copper and zinc ions. Furthermore, the 'exclude NMR' constraint was enabled to exclude NMR structure, the 'with disorder transitions' constraint was enabled to focus on disorder transitions and the 'ignore ligand' constraint was enabled to screened unwanted added molecules such as malonate ions. In the page of search results, users can sort the apo--holo structure pairs by number of disorder/order transitions having greater than or equal to five residues (Td) or the worse resolution of the apo and holo structures (Qr).

In this example, the first apo--holo structure pair was selected (3K91:B-1AZV:B, [Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The structure of 3K91 is an apo structure of a single SOD1 dimer used to characterize the covalent polysulfane bridge between the two subunits ([@gkr940-B26]). The structure of 1AZV is a metal-bound structure used to analyze SOD1\'s Cu and Zn binding sites ([@gkr940-B27]). [Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}b shows that the added molecules are two copper ions and two zinc ions, as expected for a SOD1 dimer. [Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}e shows that this apo--holo structure pair contains 25 residues undergo disorder-to-order transitions upon binding the copper and zinc ions. Clicking the radio button of 'disorder → order' highlights the 25 residues in sequence and in structure. The sequence view ([Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}c) shows the 25 residues locate in two segments (68--78 and 125--138). This result perfectly matches the study that was performed by Galaleldeen *et al.* ([@gkr940-B25]), in which the authors used another metal-bound structure (2C9V) and had to crystallize two metal-free structures for their analysis. The structure view ([Figure 2](#gkr940-F2){ref-type="fig"}e) shows that the apo structure (colored blue) lacks stable structures of the highlighted residues for Jmol to display, and with the holo structure (colored red) superimposed together, users can easily figure out that the two disordered segments are close to a zinc ion.

DATABASE STATISTICS AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER STUDIES
=====================================================

Although conformational transitions have been discussed in the literature for decades, the ﬁrst large-scale analysis of the phenomenon was conducted in a surprisingly recent study of disorder transitions by Fong *et al.* ([@gkr940-B28]). The used dataset was then refined to construct the ComSin database ([@gkr940-B29]), which is the only collection of structure pairs with \>10 000 entries. ComSin has 24 910 entries---about 1/30th of the number in AH-DB and focuses on only disorder transitions in protein--protein interactions. These differences show the advantages of AH-DB in both scale and flexibility to meet various requirements of different analyses. This section provides some statistics about AH-DB that elucidate the difference in scale between AH-DB and other collections of apo--holo structure pairs.

AH-DB has 236 732, 9129, 197 279 and 194 204 apo--holo pairs whose added molecules contain only proteins, nucleic acids, ligands and ions, respectively. The added molecules of the remaining 108 970 apo--holo pairs contain at least two types of molecules. The quantity of pairs with only added nucleic acids, representing protein-nucleic acid interactions, is relatively small, whereas those of the other interactions are much larger and similar to each other. This finding is reasonable owing to the difficulty of determination of the structures of protein--nucleic acid complexes, and does not indicate that proteins interact less with nucleic acids. The 236 732 pairs of protein--protein interactions are far more in number than those in ComSin, suggesting that factors other than considering more molecule types contribute to the scale of AH-DB. Conventional studies have favored controlling the size of the apo complex and/or the quantity of the added molecules to simplify the analysis ([@gkr940-B4],[@gkr940-B5],[@gkr940-B18],[@gkr940-B28],[@gkr940-B29]). For example, the most frequent constraint is to allow the apo complex to be only a protein monomer, such that identification of the added molecules (binding partners) becomes trivial. Such apo--holo structure pairs are denoted herein as '1:1 + *n*', where 1 refers to the size of the apo complex and *n* \> 0 represents the number of added molecules. Another frequently imposed constraint is to allow only one molecule to be added, denoted herein as '*n*:*n* + 1'. The two constraints can also be imposed together to generate '1:1 + 1' apo--holo structure pairs. Here we focused on the pairs whose added molecules contain only proteins. [Figure 3](#gkr940-F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the ratio of pairs of different sizes. The '1:1 + *n*' and '*n*:*n* + 1' pairs account for the majority of structure pairs. The 92 381 '1:1' pairs is about three times that in the ComSin database. The rest of the quantity gap results from the fact that the minimum number of contact residues is limited in ComSin. Figure 3.Ratio of apo--holo structure pairs of different sizes. (**A**) Ratio of pairs versus size of apo complex. (**B**) Ratio of pairs versus number of added molecules.

The aforementioned constraints, such as '1:1', are frequently applied because many studies focus on accuracy, rather than scale, in their analyses. In this regard, AH-DB contains apo--holo structure pairs whose added molecules are questionable. Thus, AH-DB provides many constraints for users to control the extracted apo--holo structure pairs. This design enables AH-DB to meet various analyses of different studies. It also explains the preference of AH-DB for the provision of redundant data rather than for simply filtering them out at risk of losing valuable data. However, including all potential constraints is almost impossible. In this regard, AH-DB is more suitable for use as a first step of data preparation, as it reduces the time taken to extract data from PDB and the basic pairing operations from days (a very conservative estimate) to seconds. AH-DB also enables users to download required data, such as sequences, to perform their own filters such as redundancy elimination. Furthermore, the collection process can be changed to further enlarge AH-DB. For example, the ComSin database utilizes domains to identify targets, which can pair proteins that merely share a common domain. The criteria that govern the molecular mapping cannot be easily changed by applying constraints and doing so requires an extensive refinement of the database architecture. In this regard, AH-DB and ComSin complement each other. Finally, the interface for exploring apo--holo structure pairs in AH-DB is clearly advanced. Even if an apo--holo structure pair is identified outside the AH-DB, viewing it in AH-DB is always worthwhile.

CONCLUSION
==========

This work presents the AH-DB database, which provides comprehensive and highly customizable collections of protein structure pairs before and after binding. AH-DB provides more than the collections of apo--holo structure pairs in previous studies, in three respects: (i) scale, (ii) flexibility to meet various requirements and (iii) interface for exploring apo and holo structures. It will be updated monthly. The data in the AH-DB database support analyses of protein disorder, secondary structure transition, catalysis, translational regulation and molecular dynamics. As the structure determination techniques continue to be improved, AH-DB has the potential to greatly expedite and extend analyses in related fields.
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